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THE SEPARATE Scandals, as they be- 
 came known one by one, read like a first rough 'draft of "1984." 

The U.S. Army was uptight about Oleo Striit, a GI coffeehouse outside Ft. Hood, • Tex., and so, Oled Strut was put under sur-
veillance by military intelligence ,agents. The FBI, among other things;was busy trying to penetrate the Black Student Union 'at_ e  Pennsylvania Military College, a quiet 
campus In..Chesterr, Pa.  

• 	The IRS was scanning the tax returns of the Cumming§, Engine Foundation, looking 
for violation's because that tax-exempt foun-dation gave some • money to black activists and. New Left theoreticians. 

teg
—The CIA, which is supposed to gather in-ence on foreign powers, instead was ng columnist Jack Anderson and his 

those dipinted fragments are now login;  ning to form .a more coherent picture: over the past eight years, the American govern-
ment devoted enormous energy; to 'a secret 
activity,-spying on American citizens. It 
was done with videotape cameras and elec. ronic bugs, with undercover agents', and . )aid ,informers, with fancy computers and 
vith the tacit consent or even encourage-tent of two Presidents from both political arties. 
As usual, Sam Ervin, the retired senator  

rom riortn carouna, said 	weii: 
Unfortunately, In the heat'of political cri-
is, government and,  the men that wield its 
.0Frer_ become frightened by opinions they 

eoir reaction is to combat those 
by,any power they have at hand --- ex-

* t the power of,  better ideas and better 
tripe t1-7  

rhel*'Ileflex 
TID IT happen? What is to 

11.—prevent its happening again? If the 
nea/266ngfelsional committees on Intel- ' ligence,aeriOusly confront the complex his-
tory' of these episodes, they will find that 
the most important questions are still'  
largely Unanswered. 	 ." 

The''issues of legality;iwhic4C surround gOVernnient stmelhance are at best unset 
tied and, even now, civil libertarians argue that therejOio firth legal barrier to prevent similar4eontroversies if the nation finds it 
selfsn ti f 	period of domestic turmoil. 

WlikfLie-1-the long-term danger? It may sound Melodramatic to invoke the image of.  
George 'prwell's""1984." And yet, if society fails to punish political spying or to build strong preventives into the law, it is easy 



enough to envision the eventual acceptance 
of these practices' as legitimate activities, 
not just in times of social stress, but always. , 
That path, would surely lead to a society 
quite different from the American ideal, a 
place where unorthodox ideas, and free ex-

, pression are permanently Inhibited' by the 
gevernment'aComputer memory, 

It is still not entirely clear what :tied-- 
sions. produced . this explosion of stu-veil-
ance and dirty tricks. There are at leastAwo 
competing theories. One, which. might be 
Called the thebry of "spontaneous combus-
tion," suggests that these Various branches 
of government, watching the same frighten-
ing events', reacted,  individually but in shin-
,lar ways. The Other theory holds that the.  
CIA or the FBI weren't acting irresponsibly 

\ on their own passion but were following / 
"orders from above.", 	'; 

Although, the factual eVidence isn't set-
tled, at least this much is clear: that these 
activities grew out of common, reflexes of 
fear, that the:regular inhibitioni of decent 
men or, traditional legal restraints which are 
Supposed to prevent such abuses of power 
proVed inadequate, not just in the CIA or 
the JuStice Department or the FBI, but in 
the White Houie. Cities werehurning. Radi-
cals were, /indeed, planting bombs in public 
buildings./ The citizens' protest movement 
against the war in IrietnAni43which seemed 
so impotent in tarns Of •changing :govern- ' 
ment policy—was most effective in frighten-
ing the men who made that policy, 

Looking bick;the circumstantial evidence 
does suggest that all of.these activities were 
interrelated, at least/ to some degree.' In a . 
sense, that is, mitigating testimony for the 
individual agencies. If ono concludes that all 
of these bureaucrieles were' responding to 
the same alarm bells, then it IS. more diffi-
cult'ito portray the CIA 'Or the 'FBI, as a 
secret police force that las run amok in. a 
democratic society. 

Two. Periods of Reaction 	, 
rri1,4 SIMPLIFIED history of,, events 'runs 
.I. like this 
There were two distinct periods of fear 

when the federal gOvernreent mobilized to 
gather intelligence on society's trouble-mak- 

, ers, whether they were antiwar demonstra-
tors or black activists in America's central 
cities: 	 -  

The first was in late, 1967, after n tumultuz  
ous summer of urban riots:'when the 'Justice 
Department under Attorney. General Ram-

; sey Clark formed its Inter-Divisional Infor-
mation 

 
 Unit to gather names and organiza- 

tions and president Johnson's White Houie 
expressed to various departments—from the 
CIA.to the pentagon—the need for better 
intelligence on the do/nestle discord: ' 	

4„, 
 

A lot of things started in those months: In 
the spring Of.  1960, for instance, the FBI or-
dered its 59 field offices to develop "ghetto 
ItiforMffiosAtt one for emit ,of the 	, 
reate's 8,000'llEentilit also lainiched its non,  
infamous COINTELPRO operatiOns aimed 
at disrupting New, ,'eft groups:, Itliresciened 

'` its regular surveillance; *eluding wiretaps 
and paid infiltratot‘s, on both black andrariti,- 
wargroups. 	'  

The Army, in that same period, issued an 
"intelligence collection plann,-ilistributed 
to 300 federal offices—which authorized'sur-
Velilance on -the premise that .4:tots were 
caused by "militant' agitators'''. and ,i‘rabble-
rousing meetings and fiery agitation 
Speeches of extremist civil rights groups." 
Military intelligence was equally Interested 
in monitoring "subversive"j efforts like the 
underground newspapers. and 'GI coffee-
hotises which' Were fostering "resistance ,to 
the Army." 	' The CIA, as the public recently learned, 
also participated in its own limited way. The 
intelligence agency "inserted" 10 agents 
inside dissident groups in the Washington 

area, on the pretext that'-it was protecting 
(;IA- buildings against assault. 	 I 

Thasecond time of crisis within the gov-
ernment —which is ,better ,known probably 
because it was well exposed during the 
Watergate/scandal--came in the-summer of 
1970 when a young White, House aide named , 

, Tom Charles,  Huston(wrote his , famous 
memo calling on all agencies, from Justice .t 
to the CIA to-the Fentageffs Nationid. Seen-  
c ity Ageficy, to sign up for a broad and ex- 

, 

plicitly illegal cainpaigh of 'surveillance. All 
but J. Edgar Hoover a the. FBI were. will-

The CIA, by its own account, became ac-
tive again, planting a dozen or so agents in-
side "dissident circles," allegedly to search 
for foreign connections. The Internal Reve-
nue. Service, meantime, had, initiated in the:, 
Summer of 1969 its own "special services 
staff," collecting names o political dissen-
ters and investigating theii. taxei. And thc ' 
FBI wash  sending its agents onto college, 
campuses, with orders to start files on every 
Black Student Union in the nation. 

;,Tantalizing Leads 	 • 
TN BOTH PERIODS, the record is stud-, 

ded with tantaliiing leads, essentially 
unresolved, which suggest that these Teri- 
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ous programs were more clOsely coordin-
ated than anyone has quite admitted. For 
instance: 

• When Ramsey Clark is ed his first;  
marching order for the IDIU, he noted:h 
"You are free to consult with the ',FBI midi. 

`t■ other intelligence agencies in the govern-, 
ment to draw on their experience in main-
taining similar units, to explore the possibiln• 
ities of obtaining information we do not 
now receive . .  

• Clark's assistant attorney general ' 
civil rights, John Doer, suggested trading, 
formation with the poverty program's agen 
cies, the Internal Revenue SerVice, the Nar-
cotics Bureau; the Post Office, and the Aka-
hol, Tax and Tobacco unit of Treasury. 

• The Army's various intelligence colic- 
Ors shared their information, 	ce 
on a regular baiii imd, indeed; got frequent 

.requests for data. 'After Army photogra-
phers, posing as "Midwest Video," took Hilts 
of the demonstrators at the 1968 Demoeratic 
convention in Chicago, Deputy Attorney 
General Warren Christopher asked for cop- 

. ies. 
• An Army "collection plan" issued in 

1968 listed the CIA among the cooperating' 
agencies Which would provide information:, 

See SPY*  page C4 
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The IRS, when it launched its super-se-
cret program aimed at radicals, started with 
77 names and quickly grew to a fileo,vith 11,- 

!, 458 names. About 55 per cent came from the 
FBI, but IRS also !*coordinated" with the , 

r Defense Departreent and sought 'Secret 
k Service files. The IRS targetsincluded those 

on both the left and the right—local chap-
ters of moderate civil rights organizations, a 
Black Muslim temple, a Jewish organization; 
labor unions, .a Jaw students' _association, 
three universities, even a hranch of the Re- e 
Publican Party. 

• When the. CIAi  got into the business, it 
received names from Justice's IDIU and the 
Bt 	turn, the 'CIA traded its own data 

with 'metropolitan police departments all 
over the country, most of whom have, their 

itawk.  red squads",to look after political dis-  
- 

• At various times, many of these agencies 
Were called,together to "coordinate," though 
officials of each:ends' tett later that they were 
not familiar with the particulars 'of what 
others were doing. Thus; fOr example, for-

. mer :Attorney, General . Clark has denied 
knowing about the Army spying, though his 
own 11-1IU got data froth it, or even knowing 
about the FBI's COINTELPRO, though it 
was in his own department. 

• Victor Marchetti, formerly a high offi-
cial at CIA, recalled recently that in 1967 
president Johnson was pushing the intern-- 

gence commumty to pursue the anti-war , 
movement more actively and that Direetor 
Richard Helms' resisted much of the Ares-
sure' "Helms came in,, one day [to a daily 
CIrj meeting] and said the military would 

I jkaucile 'most of the, action and the FBI 
7sikuild help out Marchetti related. In the 

41, you get the feeling this was a put-off 
story, the cover story. I learned subse-
quently the agency was training local police 
?forces in this 'coun. If you were going 
into domestic intelligence work, it would 
make sense to train the police and maybe 
penetrate them." 	, 	 • 

During the Nixon years, Huston assem- 
• bled all of, the agencies at the same table. 
:The "Nixon 'administration &tinted 'hat the 
so-Called Huston Plan was never imple-
mented, but the sane" organizations—the, 

the CIA,. NSA, the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, the Secret Service and the White 

?iouse—met weekly for two -years after-
, wards under the Intelligence Evaluation 

Committee, a group launched by Robert 
1Vlardian when he, was , assistant attorney 

". general for internal seCurity. In 1972, after 
; the Army:  had pulled back from its massive.  
',spying, it still lent a hand to Mardian's IEC, 

021..4,0111g three counter-intelligence analYsts 
iifitto help out at the national politiCal con- 

- 	• 	r 

The }̀Deniability" ''Principle 
w7H0 REALLY KNEW i  What, was going 
11 	\ The hureau8.atic prinCiple of 

"4deiciAliliity" see* to have permeated the 
governinent, and it is bard to reach precise 

.",conclusions. 'The 'civilian managers at the 

.Pentagon, for instance, insisted later that 
"they were misled by Army intelligence peo-, 
*pie who blandlY asserted that the ,bulk of 
..the intelligence information was 'collected 
,-,by the FBI and merely *passed on for Army 
analysis. There are a lot, of internal docu-
ments which seem' to corroborate that claim. 

On the other hand, Under Secretary of 
efensereul,,Nlize approved ,100 new slgts 

for Army intelligence in 1968 ffriniming the 
Ariny request from 167), What were all 
those jobs supposed to be fOr? And in early, 

..1969 Army General. 'Counsel Robert E. Jor-
;den tried to persuade the Nixon adininistra- 
•ct.iOn to adopt a new inter:agency 'Miley re-
-' striding the military role and shifting the 
,main responsibility for spying to the Justice 
7Department ffhe effort failed). Why make 

policir fight if no One grasped what was 
"going on? 

Whl,inew about the Army spYing7 In the 
'summer of 1969, after the change of adminis- , 
-,,trations, • the new under secretary of the 
Army got a phone call from Fred Vinson, 
,^ termer assistant attorney general in Ramsey) 
',:clarit's Justice Department. Vinson, accord 

 to an' Army memorandum, "had indi- \ 

	

sated that he was, concerned about the 	I 

Mies 	
role 'In' domestic intelligence activi- 

\ beg and that he understood the Army had 
two separate computerized intelligence set-

" How did a Justice Department.  offi- 



cial know what Pentagon officials claimed not to know?  In short„ while inveAigations have not yet pinned down the precise relationships be-tween these various surveillance activities, it is clear that the traditional jurisdictional lines between agencies became almost mean-ingless. The "files" are interwoven. They fed upon each &tier. The computer tapes trav-eled freely around town, from Pennsylvania Avenue 'to Langley to an IRS computer in Rockvillle. 
Undoing the damage which those files can inflict on individual reputations,, careers,•

credit ratings or whatever is not so easy. The Army, for instance, issued what it regards as very. tough regulations in early 1971, halting general surveillance and re-quiring all intelligence units to "clean" their files, to reduce the holdings drastically and to re-verify periodically any information which is still there.  
Two years later, however, when Pentagon inspectiOn teams.went out, they found some curious items. 
At Travis Air Force Base, the intelligence office still held data such as an "estimate of Enemy Situations," Including reports on sev-eral' local dissident groups "which were tar,  geted against Travis AEA and which were I thought to pose a real dr potential threat to the base." Another California air base still had a list of "enemy forces" covering' leftist groups dating back to the Abraham Lincoln Brigade of the Spanish civil War. , 
At the Presidio Army leadquarters in San Francisco, the files still contained a listing of local personalities whom the local mili-tary intelligence officers, regarded as worth watching—Communists; 'socialists and others. At Fort Dix, N.J., the inspectors found lists of organizations and people dating back to 1984. In Hawaii, military intelligence was still keepizg tabs on "Liberated Barracks," a GI underground newspaper which the files proclaimed was "targeted against the mili-tary" and, therefore, subject to surveillance under the new rules. 

In Washington, the Pentagon announces periodically that it 'has discovered yet an-other file system or computer bank,  that }Vas supposed to be purged in 1971. Just a few 
weeks ado, they fpund a microfilm library on civilians at the Eorrestal Building In bureaucratic language, when a file is "purged," it does not necessarily mean that it has been "destroyed." Sometimes the ma-terial is simply stored elsewhere in a "non-active" status. The CIA, for that matter, has been' "eliminating" names from its own Counterintelligence files on 10,000 Ameri-
cans, but that does not really settle things. So far, about 1,000 names have been re-moved from the active index, but Director William E. Colby noted ' that these "could  

be reconstituted should this be required." 
Except- for official good intentions, there is not much 'to prevent any of these agencies from again launching - a 'general surieillance of citizens they regard as "dangerous" to the national survival. The CIA, for instance, has acknowledged halting some activities of dubiOus propriety, but it has not conceded that any of them—from burglary to opening private mail—was illegal. Attorney General William Saxbe condem-ned the FBI's COINTELPRO as a deplorable use of government power—but FBI Director Clarence Kelley refUsed to do so. 	, 

The l Army's tougher regulations require approval for cOvert operations at high levels in the civilian Management, but the rules still permit something called "Aggressive Counterintelligence Programs," as well as "clandestine', operations defined as "Illegal," if 'Pentagon officials decide the'  "threat" is serious enough. 
The fact is that, despite strong, opinions on the impropriety of these activities, the questions of their legality have not been set-tled by Congress or the courts. One test of sincerity for the various intelligence agen-des will be whether they support legislation making political surveillance by them an ex-plicit offense. Last year, when Sen. Ervin propoSed such if Ihnitation for the military, the Pentagon helped block the bill. In the meantime, along list of cases is working its way through the Courts, intended 'to define the citizen's protection against an overly cu,- rious government.  

Is it legal for any government agency, for instance, to commit a burglaryLentering private Premises with-out a warrant—even to ensure that an employee is not,Ilealdng na-tional secrets? The Fourth Amendment says' not, and there is no law which authoritizeS such tactics. The CIA\  might claim =me 'vague anthoriiy inh'erent in its charter 'responsibilities="the protection of intelli-gence sources and methode-Tbut John Ehrl-ichman lost in court when he invoked a sim-ilar "national security" argument as the de-fense for the. Ellsberg burglary. 
Breaking-and-entering, however, is proba-bly the clearest of ,the issues. Opening pri-vete mail, for instance, is widely regarded as forbidden 'without a search warrant, but one goVernment official says there is a national security exception which might cover the CIA's extended "mall cover" programs. 

Conflicting Commands 
WHAT ABOUT political spying deneral VV , ly, or keeping files on citizens who have not been charged with any crime, much less convicted of one? 

The question,, even when applied to' the CIA, is ,mere complicated than it seems. It is true that the National Security Act of 1947 
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prohibits the CIA from any "internal seen-rity" functions, but the charter also author-izes the agency not only to protect "intelligence sources and methods" but to perform "such other functions" which the National Security Council assigns it. Thus, the CIA charter has ,one restrictive com- mand telling the agency to stay out of do-mestic surveillance—and two loopholesj which might be used to juitify just about . anything in the name of "national security," 
The question of 7hat those words mean has been litigated only once, apparently, and the CIA kwon. According to, Thomas B. Ross of the Chicago Sun-Tirhes, coianthor of "The Invisible Government," a federal.  udge held 

in a 1966 civil libel  suit involving a CIA agent that the agency does have authority to collect its. &reign intelligence inside the United States. , 
"The fact that the immediate intelligence "source is located in the United States does not make it an 'internal security function' over which the MA has no authority," Judge Roszel C.,Thomsen declared. "The court con-cludes that, activities by the CIA to protect its ,  foreign intelligence sources .located in the United States are within. the power ,granted by Congress to the CIA."  
When Sen. Ervin's subcommittee investi-gated Army spying, Ervin concluded:, "There is no questiOn that military surveillance of civilian political 'activity is illegal, at least in ' , the sense that it was not authorized, by law." But William Rehnquist, who was then assistant attorney general, argued that the President's constitutional I responsibility to see "that the laws be faithfully executed" giyes the .executive branch not just authority to prosecute crimes, but also to prevent them. Under that inherent power, he argued, surveillance aimed at preventing violence or civil disturbances was legitimate. ) - Rehnquist,' ;Is !t happenc::, got another chance to express', his views on the same , matter alter he became 'a Supreme Court justice. Over the protest of ACLU lawyers, he cast the deciding vote' in Tatum v. Laird, ruling against a challenge to Army, spying which contended that the mere aet(pf mill-tary surveillance "chilled" the First Amend- • ment right of free political expression of Arlo Tatum, an 'anti-war activist who was "targeted" by military intelligence. 

The Supreme Court held, that a citizen could sue the government for spying unless he can prove that the surveillance damaged him in some tangible ,way. Now the Ameri- can Civil Liberties Union lawyers are mov- ing forward , with new cases intended to show just that. Among the plaintiffs/ are Americans living in Germany who were un-der Army surveillance in 1972 as members of the Berlin Deinocratic Club and who had their security clearances held up as a result. 

"The Army files," says ACLU lawyer John Shattuck, "all state that these people were doing things that might pose a threat to the mllitary.,What these people were doing was campaigning for George McGovern." 
, ShoWing 'Probable Cause" 

DESPITE THE SETBACK of the Tatum 
case, Shattuck is generally obtiniistic about the series of lawsuits now aimed at limiting the government's discretion.in sur-veillance, including the one against Secre-tary of State Henry Kissinger for the 17 "national security" wiretaps authorized by the Nixon administration in 1969 ,'and an-' • other to be filed soon against the CIA'a counter-intelligence files. 

- "We're trying to have theCourts. set stand-ards that would 'prohibit the CIA, the FBI and the Army from having a free hand to do whatever they want to do," Shattuck says. "They are operating essentially without au-thority in all of these areas. The only thing they can point to is the kind of generalized authority.,  " 	 ' 	' 
Meanwhile, the ACLU is pushing ICen-gresi to draw; the toughest standards of all. A variety • of reform' proposals has been in-I troduced, ranging from flat, prohibition of political spying to strict procedural systems requiring- a court warrant for any sur-veillance of private citizens by any agency. Shattuck want's to have both. 

, Thus, if a governMent agency perceives a possible crime or even a potential crime, it wouldhave to demonstrate "probable cause" before a federal judge to secure ,a warrant. "If the executive branch is so paranoid that 

then we're really in bad, shit 	his coun- try," 

believes the courts are. 	'ty risk, 

try," Shattuck says. 

The Busing Case 'irs 

INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES In the past 
have sucOessfully resisted arty legislation in that direction, partly , on . the practical. ground that the FBI, for example, might have to take every inyestidation before a judge to prove that it's criminal, not politi-cal 

/3
.
eY ord that, the distinctions between criminal and political sometimes become highly debatable. In the 19eilipqr example, the FBI PCnetrated .and 	the Itu Klux Klan without much complaint from lib- erals. 	 ' 

The antibpsing controversy in South Bos-ton right now offers a better example of the • dilemma. Nick Flannery, director of the ' Lawyers Committee for aid]. Rights, wrote.  to the Justice Department last month, corn-, plaining that the FBI ,  was , not aggressive enough in its suryeillance of an anti-busing , r organization which he feared would stimu- late violence. 
"At the very ininimum,", Flannery wrote, 



"the bureau snouin nave' aeveiopea 	- 
mants in ROAR [for Restore Our Alienated 
Rights] and its agents should be at South Boston High and elsewhere, depending 
their intelligence data to act upon violations 
of law, as they are committed, rather than 
investigating after the fact on the basis of 
comOlaints."  

Yet that is precisely the sort of rationale 
which led the Artily and the FBI and others 
to spy on anti-war organizations and black 
groups in the late 1960s—the fear of violent 
protest. They were "political" Organizations. 
So is ROAR. The Justice Department is 
caught in the middle again. 

But the' close cases' are not the heart of 
the controversy. So much of the surveillance 
activities of recent years have been so mas-sive and aimless in hcope that the connec-
tion with passible- criminal charges is tenu-
ous or non-existent. Sen. Ervin's adirionition 
to the Internal Revenue Service might just 
as well apply to the other agencies. "The 
pOrpose of the IRS," Ervin warned, "is to 
enforce the tax laws, not to enforce political 
Orthodoxy."  

In a Way, the remedy for legitimate' law enforcement interes6—as opposed to aim-
less desires for political surveillance'— might ,be just what the ACLU has pro-posed: a clear definition of the PtuPoses , for which a government agency can spy on 
someone. If that Agency cannot convince 
a "third party,• such as a federal judge, that 
it has in mind a iegitimate investigation of crime, then it ought to keep hands off. obviously, this would inhibit the investiga-tors and, no doubt, it would reduce/ the 
amount of surveillance undertaken. That is precisely what's needed. 


